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Minimize dust while renovating
Cutting renovation materials outdoors can minimize dust generated
in work areas.

responsibility to minimize dust. Do-ityourselfers must make dust containment a priority. Protecting the floor and keeping the dust
confined only to work areas can be achieved
with plastic sheeting and other barriers.

E

Designate an entrance and exit. The experts at This Old House say it is best to choose
one doorway as the only means in and out of
a work area. Ideally, this doorway should lead
to the outdoors. All other doorways should be
sealed on both sides.

ven though dust is ever-present both
inside and outside of a home, when renovations are in full swing, dusty conditions are often exacerbated. Whether a home is
new or old, numerous substances can be stirred
up when removing walls, refinishing floors,
removing tile, or expanding living spaces. These
include silica from drywall, lead, asbestos, paint
particles, and even waste from bugs or rodents.
Homeowners who want to remodel with minimal construction debris floating through the air
— both for health purposes and general cleanliness — may find these proactive steps helpful.
Prepare dust-containment plans. If a contractor is involved, it is often his or her

Cut items outside. Design advice site Houzz
says that some power tools have vacuum extractors to suck up dust at the point of contact, removing 90 percent of dust where it is generated.
For those who do not have access to these tools,
cutting and sanding can be done outdoors to
keep dust outside.
Open a window. If weather permits, an open
window can provide ventilation. Another idea
is to create an air vacuum in the work area.
Picking a window at the far end of the work
area and mounting a window fan blowing outward can suck dust out and away from other
areas of the house.

Remove extraneous items. It’s best to remove clutter from the room, including any furniture that can be taken out of the space. This
helps items from becoming dirty and hazardous
particles from settling into nooks and crannies.

Clean up daily. By keeping on top of dust,
including sweeping and vacuuming the work
area frequently, dust will not accumulate and
migrate elsewhere.

Close vents and registers. If forced air
systems are part of the home, it’s best to divert
air away from the work area. Block vents and
intake registers so that dust does not clog the
system or transfer to other rooms.

Dust is a common side effect of home renovation projects, but it can be minimized.

$1.00 sq. y
d. off
– ANY –
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1485 Marion-Marysville Road

41021591

OH-70037166

OH-70036784

(Your Floor Store on Route 4)

PHONE 740-382-8445 FAX 740-382-5465 TOLL FREE 888-382-0034

HOURS:
Monday, Tuesday, Friday 9AM - 5:30PM
Wednesday 9AM - 3PM

Thursday 9AM -7:30PM
Saturday 9AM - 2PM
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Complete these home
improvements over the weekend
H

If time is of the essence, these
weekend or one-day projects
may satisfy homeowners’ desires
to fix up their homes.

Create an accent wall.
Painting a focal wall in a home
can create a serious impact. The
bonus is it will not take as long
or require as many materials as
painting an entire room. Accent
walls frequently feature a bold
color, so decide on placement
and tackle this project in less
than a day.

Install stair runners. Dress
up hardwood stairs with decorative carpet runners. Runners
come in elongated pieces of
carpeting or individual pieces
that can be placed on each step.
If carpeting doesn’t fit with the
home’s design, painting individual stair treads also can create
visual appeal.

Dress up the entryway. An
entryway is a guest’s first impression of a home. Many entryways
can use a minor overhaul, both
inside and outside. Paint the
front door a different color so
it pops from the curb. Install
a new mailbox or decorative
house numbers. A new welcome
mat can change the look as well.
Inside, consider laying a new
floor. Resilient vinyl tiles come
in many different patterns and
can mimic the look of wood,
travertine or marble. Installing a
floor can take a day or two.

Install a new faucet. Instantly
improve a kitchen or a bathroom
with new fixtures. New faucets
can provide aesthetic appeal and
low-flow faucets can help conserve water.
Create a gallery on the
staircase. Gather and arrange
framed photos, artwork or wall
accents so that they ascend the
wall of a staircase. This creates
a designer touch and can dress
up an often barren area of wall
space.

Install a fresh light fixture.
Improve drab spaces with a little
illumination. Better Homes &
Gardens suggests replacing an
existing fixture with something
new and vibrant. If hanging a
new fixture is not within one’s
skill set, free-standing table or
floor lamps also can cast a new
glow on a space.
Add molding. Molding can
add instant aesthetic appeal to
a room. Molding is appropriate
near the floor, at the top of walls
where they meet the ceiling, or
even mid-wall as a chair rail.
Some homeowners like to create
framed molding on walls in formal living spaces.

Update kitchen or bathroom
hardware. Replacing hardware
is a fast and easy project, but one
that can have immediate impact.
Swap out tired or outdated hardware for newer brushed metals
and more impactful shapes and
designs.
Home renovations do not need
to take weeks or months. Many
projects can be completed over
the course of a weekend.

FURNER’S FLOOR COVERING
Call us for ALL your Flooring Needs

10% OFF

Selected Carpet Styles (Materials Only)
Must present coupon. Limit one coupon per customer.
Not valid with any other offers. Expires 6/3/18.

DOWNTOWN BUCYRUS
223 S. SANDUSKY AVE.

OH-70037172

ome improvement
projects ramp up when
the weather warms
up, as homeowners channel the
rejuvenating feelings of spring
and tackle their home to-do
lists. Large-scale renovations can
greatly affect a home, but smaller
projects can yield impressive results and be completed over the
course of a single weekend.

419-562-3993 or Toll Free: 888-668-8538
HOURS: Mon., Tues., Thurs. & Fri. 9am • 5:30pm;
Wed. 9am - 4pm; Sat. 9am - 1 pm
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Transform bathrooms with technology

T

echnology is infiltrating every room of the
house. Many new home buyers are millennials, and this tech-savvy demographic
covets technological innovations.

and sinks from becoming infested with germs. In
addition, faucets with built-in timers can be programmed to set tasks for brushing teeth or washing your face.

A recent survey by Better Homes & Gardens
Real Estate indicates 77 percent of Generation
X and Y home buyers want their homes equipped
with the tech capabilities they have grown accustomed to. Many of these involve smart innovations, including those that can transform one of
the most private rooms in the house — the bathroom.

Musical shower: Instead of having to blast the
volume on the portable speaker you use in the
bathroom, a wireless speaker is built into some
showerheads. This enables those who like to sing
in the shower or listen to podcasts while washing
up to enjoy this luxury effortlessly.

Automated home theater rooms and Wi-Fienabled home security systems have become the
norm, but what tech improvements are available to
make the powder room more in touch with today’s
digital lifestyle? According to the home improvement resource The Spruce, bathrooms have the
most potential of any rooms to be improved with
technology. The following are just some of the
bathroom gadgets and gizmos no one should resist
before giving a try.
Automatic faucets: Infrared sensors have been
helping keep public restrooms more hygienic for
years. The same technology can be used in home
bathrooms to curtail water waste and keep faucets

Smarter weight management: Bathroom
scales have gone high-tech as well, with various
options enabling users to measure weight, BMI
and body fat percentage before sending the data
wirelessly to a phone, tablet or computer. This can
put you in greater control of fitness goals.
High-tech toilets: Borrowing ideas from bidets
and trends around the world, modern toilets do
not require hands or paper. These toilets have temperature-controlled water, spritzing wands and air
dryers to clean and sanitize. Self-cleaning toilets
help busy professionals save time and are ideal for
those who always want their bowls as clean as possible. And if you desire extra comfort, toilet seat
warmers are available, while LED lights can make
nighttime restroom visits easier.

FLORIST &
GREENHOUSE

Bring Spring
to your home inide
and out

OH-70037174

• Plants • Flowers • Annuals
• Perennials • Succulents
• Hanging baskets • Arrangements
• Garden gifts

935 South Home Rd.
Mansfield
419-529-2792

• altagreenhouse.com
• altaﬂoral.com
Mon thru Sat 8am to 6pm
Sun 10am to 5pm

Soaking tubs: As fast as stand-alone showers were
introduced to the modern bathroom, tubless designs
have been replaced with streamlined soaking tubs.
Tubs come with different features, including chromatherapy, which employs colored lights to enhance
mood. Air baths are controlled electronically and

provide different levels of sensation for those who
are skipping the hot tub.
Round out these innovations with automated
lights, chilled medicine cabinets and aromatherapy, and your bathroom will indeed become a
echnological spa.

Prepare HVAC systems
for warmer days ahead

T

he arrival of a new season can be an exciting
time. Homeowners may have renewed vigor
to start home renovation projects or even
tackle some cleaning and organization tasks. Before
the weather starts to warm up too much, homeowners may want to evaluate their home cooling needs
and ensure that all equipment is in good working
order.
Spring air conditioning inspections and tuneups are
essential steps in system performance. Homeowners
should not take for granted that a system that performed optimally last year will do so this year when
temperatures climb. Various factors, including
weather damage, dust and grime, mechanical wear
and tear, and even rodent or insect infestations, can
compromise HVAC systems. Since HVAC systems
have so many moving parts, a thorough inspection of
such systems can save headaches and money down
the road.
According to Heating Ontario, the extreme weather
conditions that come along with fall and winter
can be especially taxing on homes and the systems
that keep them comfortable. During a spring visit,
an HVAC technician will perform maintenance on
the air conditioner and make sure it is ready for the
heat of summertime. This maintenance may include

cleaning the unit, checking controls, calibrating the
thermostat, lubricating moving parts, checking refrigerant levels, tightening electrical connections, and
clearing any clogs. Homeowners are urged to also
change the filter at the start of the cooling season.
Correcting any issues in the HVAC system well in
advance of the arrival of warm weather can help
ensure comfort when air conditioning is needed. As
an added advantage, homeowners should install programmable thermostats if they do not already have
them to keep cooling as cost- and energy-efficient as
possible.
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How to hang photos and artwork with ease

P

ersonal touches turn a house into a
home. Hanging pictures, whether
they’re personal photographs or artwork, can really change the character of a
room.
Unfortunately, some people may not know
the proper ways to display pictures on a
wall. Design maven Martha Stewart advises
that the first step is to gather all of the pictures that are in consideration for hanging.
This will enable a person to see what is
available and edit their selection based on
the space available, theme or color scheme.
Having the artwork there enables a person
to move it around like a puzzle until the
placement feels just right.
Next, plan on hanging artwork at 57 inches
on center, according to the renovation experts at Apartment Therapy. “On center”
means the middle of the photograph or
painting will always be at 57”, as this measurement represents the average human
eye height. This height is regularly used as a
standard in many galleries and museums.

When the goal is to hang multiple pictures,
treat the entire grouping as a single unit.
This means creating the layout and finding
the center of the middle piece of the grouping. To make picture grouping easier, use
paper templates with arrows to indicate
whether the artwork will be hung horizontally or vertically. These templates can then
be easily taped to the wall and rearranged
until the grouping is ideal.
There are no hard and fast rules concerning frames, meaning they do not all have
to match. But placing framed artwork side
by side can give a person a feel for whether
the images and the frames work together in
the space. Some people like to use frames
of similar colors and sizes. Others want the
eclectic mix-and-match appeal. It’s ultimately up to the homeowner.
Measuring is key to hanging a picture correctly on the wall. Take into consideration
the type of attachment, whether it’s D-rings,
sawtooth hangers, wire, or other fasteners on the back. Measure from the top of
the frame to the hanger. Measure the wall

to achieve
the 57” on center location, and then calculate where this falls within the height of the
artwork and frame top. Adjust accordingly
and mark. Then measure the distance from
the frame top to the hanger location on the
wall.
Be sure to take the weight of the picture
into consideration when selecting hanging
hardware. Wall anchors may be needed if
measurements determine a wall stud will not
help secure the artwork — to keep the frame
sturdy in the drywall. Home improvement
resource Today’s Homeowner also suggests
using self-adhesive rubber bumpers to the
bottom corners on the back of the frame
before hanging so that the picture will not
damage the wall and will help it hang level.
It can take a few attempts to hang pictures
correctly, but with practice it should come
with greater ease. The good news is there
are new products constantly being evolved
to make picture hanging easier, including
those that enable removal and relocation of
artwork without damaging walls.

OH-70036771

Now
Celebrating
30 Years
Serving Marion!

725-8900

Did you know?

1677 Marion Mt. Gilead Rd.

D

ebris from home improvement projects can often be recycled. According
to Waste Management, the largest residential recycler and renewable energy provider in North America, common construction materials such as
concrete, porcelain, tile, lumber, metals, masonry, plastic, carpet, and insulation
can potentially be recycled. When recycled, debris from construction projects
may ultimately be used in various ways to benefit the planet. For example, such
debris may used as inerts that become road base, while clear wood may be transformed into mulch or biomass fuel. Crushed concrete can go on to live a second
life as gravel or become dry aggregate for new concrete. Homeowners who want
to recycle as much of their home improvement project debris as possible can
work with Waste Management and/or their contractors to ensure the materials
they no longer need continue to be put to good use.

(Next to Big Lots in the New Forum Center)

Hours: Mon-Fri 10am-8pm
Sat 10am-6pm & Sun Noon to 5pm

$100 OFF

With Any Mattress
Set of $599 or More
Valid only with coupon. Not valid with
other offers. Expires 5/15/2018

FREE DELIVERY
Set Up & Removal
With Any Purchase
of $300 or More

Valid only with coupon. Not valid with
other offers. Expires 5/15/2018

OH-70036766
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Surviving a home renovation
H

omeowners invest large sums into improving
their homes to make them more comfortable
living spaces or to increase their odds of selling
quickly. The Remodeling Futures Program at the Joint
Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University predicted U.S. spending on home renovations and repairs
to peak at $327 billion in 2017.
Whether one is doing a large renovation or a small
remodel, life may be turned upside down during the
project. Furniture may be moved out of the room, walls
may be demolished, water or electricity may be turned
off, and appliances may be missing or not hooked up.
Home improvements often drum up dust and disarray.
Such projects can try the patience of any homeowner,
and things may get worse before they get better.
Even though remodeling can be taxing, the end result is
often worth it. Here’s how to look forward to the silver
lining and come out unscathed.

Discuss the project before it starts.
All family members should be in agreement before the
first hammer is swung. Decide on as many details as
you can ahead of time and have a firm plan in place.
Establish back-up choices for tiles or color schemes in
case the items you want are out of stock. Trying to make

decisions under duress may result in bad choices

Do one project at a time.
It’s tempting to want to improve as much as possible at
once to maximize motivation and renovation materials.
However, having no place in which to escape the mess
can elevate stress levels. Do not think about renovating
kitchens and bathrooms all at once, or you will not have
any working fixtures for tasks like washing up.

Have everything in place …
Before demolition even begins, have building materials
bought and stored, contractors and subcontractors lined
up, and see what you can do to minimize the time workers need to spend in your home.

… but expect delays.
In a world where things move at lightning speeds, renovations have not gotten the memo. Home projects take
lots of time and will likely take longer if you are doing
the work yourself in your free time. Build lots of extra
time into the project so you are not disappointed when
delays happen — even when you’ve done your best to
avoid them.

Planning, patience and an understanding of what the project
entails can make home improvements easier to survive.
Plan an escape zone
Construction environments can be messy, loud, smelly,
and a host of other unsavory adjectives. The chaos that
ensues when life is turned upside down can be overwhelming, particularly for the person who spends the

most time in the home while work is being done. Build
escape moments into the plan and make sure everyone
else at home is on board. During the real grind of the
project, a night or two at a hotel may be a welcome respite.
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ebris from home improvement projects can often be recycled. According to Waste
Management, the largest residential recycler and renewable energy provider in
North America, common construction materials such as concrete, porcelain, tile,
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Home security for the do-it-yourselfer
Before getting started,
homeowners and renters
can ask themselves a few
questions to help narrow
down their options.
• What is your budget?
Professional installation
and monitoring will likely
cost more than DIY kits.
• How large is the home?
• Are you tech-savvy?

• How frequently are you
out of the home on vacation or extended trips?

The right system can help people protect their belongings and their families, but sorting through
the various security systems on the market can
be a daunting task. While full-service setups that
include professional installation and monitoring are available, some homeowners may want
to investigate the highly customizable DIY kits
now available. Some include personal monitoring, while others are self-install technologies with
professional monitoring.

• Do you want an entire
package or just some deterrent devices?

Once men and women
have answered these questions, it’s time to start
shopping. Here are some
DIY security system items
that may be of interest.

These home security systems connect to a
home’s Wi-Fi network so they can be monitored
and controlled using a smartphone app. Others
may be accessed through an application on the
internet. It is important to look for a system that
has the extra security of technology that is not
easily hacked.

Security cameras

Some people may only want to watch the inside
and outside of their residences. It can take mere
minutes to set up wireless security cameras
around the house. These devices connect to a
Wi-Fi network and give customers free access to
a constant stream of video. Some systems make
it easy for homeowners to listen in on what’s
going on at home and even talk to anyone within
the camera’s range. Others can be paired with
cloud storage for recording video.

Entry-level or
advanced systems

Entry-level systems typically include a few door
and window sensors, a motion detector and a
hub that communicates with these sensors. This
may be enough for someone in an apartment
or small house. More extensive systems may include additional sensors, door locks, garage door
openers, surveillance cameras, lights, sirens, and
even water and smoke detectors.
Do-it-yourself security systems represent a new
wave to safeguard one’s belongings and family.
Kits continue to evolve and have become more
seamless than ever.

Professionally
monitored

Residents who are away from home frequently
or are too busy to constantly monitor security systems may like the peace of mind of
professionally monitored kits. Services like
Frontpoint®, Link Interactive® and Scout® are just
three that have affordable starter kits and video
monitoring. Monitored alarm systems can be set
to call the police or other emergency services if
necessary.

Did you know?
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Marengo Hardware
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20 S. Main, Marengo, OH

419-253-0221

HOURS: Monday, Tuesday & Thursday 7:00 am-7:00 pm
Wednesday 7:00 am-4:00 pm;
Friday 7:00 am-5:00 pm; Saturday 7:00 am-2:00 pm

S

pring cleaning is a ritual that many people participate in as the
last vestiges of winter disappear. Spring cleaning is a time to open
windows, deep clean rooms and closets and take down and launder
window treatments and linens. Others use spring cleaning as a time to sort
and donate or discard clutter that might have accumulated over the winter. Even though spring cleaning seems like a modern invention, the act
of spring cleaning is believed to have originated centuries ago. Some say
that the ancient Chinese cleaned in preparation for their New Year as they
hoped to wipe away any bad luck and misfortune from the previous year.
Similarly, the ancient Hebrew practice of thoroughly cleansing a home
before the springtime feast of Passover may have evolved into the spring
cleaning we know today. Another possible connection is the tradition of
“shaking the house clean” in Iran. Iranians celebrate Now Rouz (Persian
New Year) with many different rituals, one of which involves buying new
clothes and cleaning every corner of the family home to signify renewal.

WALNUT HILLS
We Carry
Wood
Pellets For
Your Stove!

OH-70036781

F

eeling secure at home is a priority for many
people. Many people consider installing
security systems in their homes to improve
their sense of well-being. Whether one owns or
rents, individuals may be surprised to learn that
do-it-yourself security systems can be savvy investments.

• Do you desire emergency
response?

Smart home
security systems

LIVESTOCK FEED

Come See Us
For All Your Bird
Feeding Supplies
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Stock up on
gardening essentials
Gardening attracts new devotees year after year.
While Baby Boomers may spend more on gardening than any other demographic, even millennials
are getting on the gardening bandwagon.
A 2016 National Gardening Survey from the
National Gardening Market Research Company
found the average amount spent on backyard or
balcony gardening projects exceeded $400 per
household. More than $36 billion was spent in
2015, and the vast majority of the six million “new”
gardening households belonged to millennials.

Ants are a nuisance that
become more active as the
weather warms.

vate areas in a landscape.
• Rake: A rake can be used to clear the ground,
remove thatch and leaves from a lawn and level soil
in a garden bed.
• Hand tools: Hand tools, such as a hand fork and
trowel, are essential for small digging jobs, especially when working with flower pots or containers.
• Edging spade: This flat-blade shovel is handy to
have around because of its versatility. Edging spades
can slice turf, edge gardens and cut through roots.

When it comes to outfitting a gardening shed,
gardeners will not want to be without certain tools
and gear.

• Pruners: Sharpened pruners can cut through
stems and branches effortlessly.

• Digging shovel: A rounded-blade digging shovel is
needed to plant shrubs and trees as well as to exca-

a high-quality hose that is lightweight and durable,
as hoses will always be necessary.

• Hose: Choose

How to control
common spring pests

J

ust when winter thaws out and people are anxious
to enjoy the blooming flowers and luscious lawns of
spring, pesky pests can appear and impact comfort
levels and safety.
Many pests resume their levels of activity as spring draws
closer and temperatures warm up. The presence of these
insects and rodents may cause problems in and around
a home, which makes it essential to recognize them and
avoid issues. The following are some of the more common spring pests and how to remedy infestations.

Singing Springs
Nursery, Landscaping & Garden Center

at S & S Farms, 3840 U.S. Rt. 42 S. W., Cardington
Seeds • Plants • Annuals • Perennials • Trees • Shrubs • Mulch • Top Soil • Potting Soil & much more

Slack’s Grocery Nook

featuring...Slackee’s Bratwurst Patties & Links

REGULAR & PEPPERED BACON, SUMMER
SAUSAGE & BEEF BOLOGNA, YODER’S NOODLES,
CHEESE & DIPS, PORK: CHOPS, ROASTS & RIBS
BEEF: GROUND, BEEF STEAKS & ROASTS
RIVERSIDE: HOMEMADE ICE CREAM,
SEASONAL PRODUCE
and Much More!

Camp Chef Products

OH-70036761

“The way to cook outside”

April Hours
12-5 PM Mon-Fri
Sat 10am-2PM

MayHours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-6 • Sat. 9-5
(419) 864-6841

Pavement ants

Pavement ants are some of the most common pests
residents encounter inside and outside of their homes.
These ants are light brown to black with appendages that
are lighter than the rest of their bodies. Small in stature,
pavement ants have parallel lines on their heads and thorax, according to pest extermination company Orkin.

Vacuuming is also very effective in killing larvae in the
carpet and at picking up adults.

Wasps

An errant wasp, hornet or yellow jacket may have survived winter and ridden out the colder temperatures
within a home. Once the weather warms, queens will
begin to look for places to lay eggs and establish colonies.
Treating areas where wasps are seen entering and leaving
the home is key. Seal holes as soon as possible.
Although wasps help control other insect populations,
their painful stings and potentially aggressive nature can
make them challenging to have around a home. If a nest
is found, hire a professional to remove it.

Although pavement ants nest outdoors, they can enter
homes through small crevices in search of food scraps.
Their large colonies may not disappear until treatment
is introduced. Keep foods in tightly sealed containers,
clear counters and floors of crumbs, and address water
sources, such as leaks. Pesticides may be needed in extreme conditions.

Fleas

Fleas are tiny, jumping, biting pests that must find a
host upon which to live. As ectoparasites, they feed on
blood while living on the body of living hosts. Pets can
bring fleas inside the yard and home in warm weather.
According to the University of California Statewide
Integrated Pest Management Program, flea larvae develop more quickly at higher temperatures. At normal
room temperatures, the entire life cycle of a flea is about
18 days.
Several flea control products are available to control fleas
on cats and dogs. There also may be powders and
sprays to alleviate flea infestations in the home.

Spiders

Many spiders are not harmful enough to humans and
pets to be much of a problem. In fact, spiders can be
helpful to have around to control the populations of
other insects. Still, many homeowners would prefer these
web-slinging friends remain outdoors. Therefore, sealing cracks in a home’s foundation and repairing small
openings around windows and doors can help keep spiders out. Also, alleviating moisture issues in basements,
garages or attics may keep out other bugs that would be
prey to spiders.
Homeowners can take the steps necessary to cut down
on pests in and around their homes.
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The benefits of child-safe home improvements
A

ll family members should be
considered when home improvements are being planned,
especially the youngest household
residents who may not be responsible
enough to avoid accidents and injuries.

According to a recent Vital Signs report from the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, accidental
injuries are a leading cause of death
among the country’s youth — with
one fatality occurring every hour from
something entirely preventable. The
CDC notes that the leading causes of
child injury include suffocation, drowning, poisoning, fires, and falls. More can
be done to keep children safe, and many
strategies start at home.

Install security systems
A security system can be just as effective at keeping little ones inside as it
is at keeping unwanted guests outside.

Alarms can be set to sound anytime
a window or door is breached, which
can deter curious children from trying
to leave the house without permission.
Pair the alarm system with secure locks
and high latches that can also stop children in their tracks.

tip over onto children and cause severe
injuries and even death. Everyday furniture can be tempting to climb; therefore, using anchors to secure furniture
to walls for security is a must.

Remove fall hazards

Locking cabinets can keep medications,
household chemicals, home improvement paints and solvents, and other
potential poisons out of reach.

Safety devices installed on windows that
are above ground level can keep children safe. Stair rails should be secure
and in good working order. Temporary
gates can block kids from getting on
stairways. Improve lighting around
staircases to help children and adults
avoid falls, and remove any obstacles.

Anchor heavy furniture

The U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission warns that unanchored
televisions and top-heavy furniture can

Install locking cabinets

Erect fencing around
pools and yards

Install fencing around pools to keep
children from wandering close to the
water’s edge. Towns and cities may
require certain fence heights or selflatching gates to keep little ones safe.
Young children should never be left to
their own devices around any source of
water, whether it’s a pool, tub or toilet.

Test & replace
smoke alarms

Smoke and carbon monoxide detectors
are only useful if they are functional.

Homeowners should inspect such
devices regularly to ensure proper
operation and promptly replace old or
faulty detectors to improve safety. Pick
a special day to replace batteries yearly.

How to recognize and prevent CO poisoning

M

any people are aware of the
threat posed by carbon monoxide, or CO. According to
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, at least 430 people die from
accidental CO poisoning in the United
States each year, while the Canada Safety
Council notes that carbon monoxide
is the leading cause of fatal poisonings
throughout North America.
The CDC points out that instances of
CO poisoning are entirely preventable,

which might surprise many of the estimated tens of thousands of people in
the United States who visit emergency
rooms to be treated for CO poisoning
each year. Learning to recognize signs of
CO poisoning and how to prevent it can
help people avoid its harmful effects and
potentially save lives.

headache, dizziness, vomiting, or nausea. Infants, the elderly and people with
chronic heart disease, anemia, or breathing problems are more likely to get sick
from CO exposure than children, adults
and people without the aforementioned
conditions.

The National Center for Environmental
Health says that breathing CO can
cause a variety of symptoms, including

Even those people who do not lose
their lives to moderate or severe CO
poisoning can suffer long-term health

Recognizing CO poisoning

How can I prevent
CO poisoning?
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• Do not run a motor vehicle, generator,
pressure washer or any
gasoline-powered engine within 20 feet of an
open window, door or vent. The exhaust
from such items can vent into enclosed
areas, increasing the risk of CO exposure.
• Do not leave motor vehicles running
in enclosed or partially enclosed spaces,

such as a garage.
• Do not run generators, pressure
washers or gasoline-powered inside
basements, garages or other enclosed
structures, even if windows are open.
• Do not operate charcoal grills, hibachis,
lanterns or portable camping stoves indoors or insides tents or campers.
CO poisoning can cause very serious consequences, including death.
Fortunately, all instances of CO poisoning can be prevented.

Camo
Cleaners LLC
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consequences, including an increased
risk of heart disease, as a result of their
exposure. So it behooves everyone to take
steps to prevent CO poisoning from occurring.
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